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Rachel Gleason 

Pennsylvanians are keenly aware that the state’s weather can be unforgiving. 

The nation’s latest turn with the polar vortex was a reminder of just how unforgiving it can be, both in
the commonwealth and around most of the country. With temperatures dipping well-below zero in
most regions, our energy systems, particularly the electricity grid, were pushed to the limit. 

Once again, coal power plants came to the rescue to ensure the lights stayed on and our heating
systems kept us comfortable.

The shift away from coal to other fuels in the past few years has raised red flags that both
Pennsylvania and the United States may be trading inexpensive, reliable and secure energy for an
altogether less reliable and affordable future. While the warning signs are ever present, extreme cold
can make the weaknesses now spreading through our energy system painfully obvious.
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Increased reliance on renewable sources of energy that are dependent on the vagaries of the
weather, and an over-reliance on natural gas plants that are susceptible to an absence of supply and
fuel delivery setbacks, are reasons for deep concern. 

In the upper Midwest, the bitter cold forced operators to power down wind turbines as frigid
temperatures caused ice to build up on turbine blades. In Michigan, a fire at a natural gas compressor
station prompted the governor to beg consumers to reduce natural gas usage, fearing supplies would
be unable to meet demand on the coldest day of the year.

The electrical grid was able to pull through last month, despite these tight supply problems. Coal-fired
power plants, which typically have months of fuel stored on site, were able to quickly ramp up their
generation. 

In the PJM Interconnection, which supplies electricity to 65 million people, including all of
Pennsylvania, coal consistently outpaced all other fuel sources and provided nearly 40 percent of the
electricity needed throughout the coldest 72-hour period between Jan. 30 and Feb. 1. On a normal
day, coal supplies about 30 percent of the PJM grid’s power needs.

This was not the first time our coal plants have stepped up when other sources of energy could not,
and it is not expected to be the last. 

During the “Bomb Cyclone” that hit the eastern U.S. in January 2018, the majority of the electricity
generated was provided by coal plants. Not only was coal able pick up the slack, issues with natural
gas pipeline capacity meant those plants had to do so. With home heating demand for natural gas
soaring during this time, the supply needed to produce electricity was simply unable to keep up with
demand. Half of the grid’s total natural gas capacity was not available to meet peak power needs on
Jan. 7, 2018.

A final point goes to the fluid nature of recent past, present and future of energy production. The
World Bank predicts that the cost of natural gas will increase by 50 percent in the next 10 years,
which has the potential to disrupt pricing and availability structures. 

The factor that remains the same in that equation is the expectation of consumers and businesses
that their access to reliable and affordable electricity will be there at the flip of a switch. Coal-fired
power plants equipped with the most advanced air emission control technology available are the
workhorses that can provide those assurances.

These bouts with extreme cold are a timely reminder of the value of a balanced electricity mix and the
need for our coal power plants. But that balance is slipping away as coal plants are forced into early
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retirement due to markets that are favoring one fuel source over another. In simple terms, we have
experienced several recent close calls, and are at increasing risk of having electricity brown outs at
the worst possible time.

An all-of-the-above energy strategy should be far more than a slogan. We need all the tools at our
disposal to meet the energy challenges ahead. 

A future without essential, reliable and affordable coal generation in an environment where
consumers demand electricity at all times is a recipe for disaster.

Rachel Gleason is executive director of Pennsylvania Coal Alliance in Harrisburg.
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First Amendment: Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the
right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of
grievances.
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